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SUMMARY 

 

This paper identifies an apparent disconnect between declared availability and actual day 

to day application of efficiencies. As the Region; particularly the South China Sea area; 

continues to implement efficiencies across FIR boundaries and ADS-B surveillance with  

the goal to have surveillance based separations in place such disparities between declared 

availability and actual operational application should be identified and addressed. With the 

dissolution  of the SEA RR TF it is suggested a mechanism is established (within SEACG) 

to ensure the hard work & cooperation by States to achieve capability is not wasted by the 

inability to apply the efficiencies operationally.  

 

This paper relates to –   

 

Strategic Objectives: 

A: Safety – Enhance global civil aviation safety 

C: Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development of Air Transport – 

Foster harmonized and economically viable development of international civil 

aviation that does not unduly harm the environment 

 

Global Plan Initiatives: 

GPI-5  RNAV and RNP (Performance-based navigation) 

GPI-6  Air traffic flow management 

GPI-7  Dynamic and flexible ATS route management 

GPI-8  Collaborative airspace design and management 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 M771 & L642 have been recognised as important regional routes and could be 

considered “Main Trunk” routes on the South China Sea. As far back as the RNPTF/1 meeting in 

2006  these two routes were agreed by States and airlines as priorities for introduction of efficiencies . 

 

1.2 As a Result of this focus 50nm longitudinal separation has been available on M771 & 

L642 since 2008.  
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1.3 More recent Regional meetings have been asked to look at realignment 

(straightening) of these routes and planning for 30:30 separations as the regions ADS-B plans are 

implemented.  

 

1.4 As ADS-B is deployed in the region in areas that do not currently have surveillance 

the goal is to provide surveillance based efficiencies and separations.  

 

1.5 The implementation of PBN procedures together with supporting technologies in 

Surveillance and Communications enable efficiencies in separations and route design to be delivered 

within enabled Airspace.  

 

1.6 IATA supports the efforts in the SEA Region to increase operational efficiencies. 

 

1.7 However, the purpose of this paper is to ensure “we” are focused on the objectives of 

PBN and the associated technology enablers – the day to day delivery of operational efficiencies, 

increased capacity, Safety and coordinated traffic management. 

 

2. DISCUSSION 

 

2.1 With a focus on M771 & L642; as stated 50nm longitudinal separations have been 

available since 2008.  

 

2.2 Reports would suggest, however, that the operational delivery of 50nm Long is below 

what would be expected. 

 

2.3 On M771 recent reports indicate that 50nm is applied around 5% of the time and 

sometimes as low as 0%. L642 (southbound) is higher at between 60 & 70% 

 

2.4 Users are concerned at the apparent disconnect with “declared” availability and the 

consistent application or “operationalization” of the separation. 

 

2.5 As we move toward a future of 30:30 it is important that the issues and reasons 

behind such disparity are understood and initiatives taken to overcome any barriers to day to day 

application of the declared efficiencies.  

 

2.6 It is understood that one issue we have is severe weather disruption; however, it is 

difficult to see how weather can be the culprit for the reportedly very low application levels of 50nm 

on these two routes 

 

2.7 IATA would like to understand the issues associated with this problem and is willing 

to work with States to assist in developing strategies and/or initiatives to provide solutions to enable 

the consistent application of the declared availability.  

 

2.8 With the dissolution of the SEA RR TF the work of route planning & efficiencies 

would naturally fall to SEACG and issues such as those identified above should be addressed by this 

Group or a subgroup of SEACG.  
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3. ACTION BY THE MEETING 

 

3.1 The meeting is invited to:  

 

a) note the information contained in this paper; and 

 

b) discuss a mechanism to capture issues of inconsistent application of declared 

efficiencies and where appropriate, 

 

c) a vehicle to develop and assist with solutions and mitigation measures to 

ensure capacity on the Key SCS flow is not compromised excepting where 

abnormal conditions exist. 

 

 

 

……………………………………… 


